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TRACE, V. AND N.
PRACTICES OF SUBJECTIFICATIO N IN
THE ART OF CHRISTA ERICKSON

BY LISA DIEDRICH
tl'llce, v.: literally. "to take one's coorse. make one's way; to
proceed. pass. go. travel, tr11ad"; 10 follow the footprints or
tr11ces of." Figur11tively, 'to follow the course. development,
or history or and "to trace its origin or history: to go back
In time, to date back.• Also, "fo/low[lng/ (with the eye or
mind) the course or line of; to ascertain (the coorse or line
of $0fflflthrng)"; "to make out (wom or obscute wrifjng); to
d1scem. deapher"; "lo discover evrdence of the existence or
occum>nce of.•Also. "to follow or make out vrilh one's fing&r. •
trace, n. "the way or path which anything takes; coursa,
road"; "the track made by a passage of any person or thing,
whether beaten by feet or Indicated in sny other way";
"Vestiges or msrl<s r11mainlng snd Indicating the former
pmsence. existence, or action of something•; •a mark or
Impression left on the face, the mind, etc. ..,
I begin wilh the multiple meanings ol lhe WOid "trace" to
suggest the interdosciplinanty ol a particular concept, a concept
that is demonstrated in all its cornplexoty 1n Chnsta Erid<son's
WO<I< "Trace" as verb and noun, as process and object. is
presented here: a trace is a practice, somelhing !hat one does,
and 1t Is an object, something !hat one might lose or find. Her
WO<I< crosses multiple domains; she oonnect.s psychological
traces with historical ones, poetic traces with digital ones.
and economic traces with biomedical ones. When we make
our way through Erickson's work, we discover tracing as a
practice that moves from both the Inside out and the outside in.
She explores the sometimes solid, sometimes neeting traces
we leave of ourselves, and lhe many ways we are traced.
Indeed, In Erickson's WO<I<, lhe multiple pracbCeS of memory
and su.-nance might be thought ol as oontemporary forms
ol what Foucault called "art.s of existence· or "technologies of
the sett.· And, like Foucault, Erickson Is Interested in tracing in
and through her artwork a history of "practices of subjectivity"'
- particularly postmodern ones. which ubhze digital media
lechnology, games, and everyday objects.
II we consider the show as a whole. tracing becomes a kind
ol methodology. Presented logether. Erickson's work traces a
genealogy ol the postmodern subject, demonstrating in particular
two modes ol subjectification: memory and surveillance. We. the
viewers. are lnterpeflated into !his WO<I<; we participate. willingly
or not, on our subjectification in and by her art. Using digital.
physical. and narrative devices, our bodily movements are traced
and our stories ol ourselves are remembered and recorded.
OUTSIDE IN: MEMORY
Conventionally, memory is lhought ol as the re<:ollection ol a
past experience that one has had. We like to say that a memory
is more authentic, closer to the "truth." lhO more accurately ii
recalls a past event. When we remember we become witnesses
to the past. and we can be eilher good or bad witnesses
depending on our ability to remember the details of a past event
oooectly. But, already, we can see lhe dlfflCUlties ol ascertaining
ii a memory os "con'eci.. because the details !hat make up our
experiences ol a particular event are Infinite and changing from
one moment to the next.

• book about the transformation of the forms and practices of remembrance in postmodemity, Alison
In a recant
Landsberg begins with several questions:
To what extent do modem technologies of mass culture, such as film, with their ability to transport individuals through
time and space, function as technologies of memoty? In what ways do these technologies of mass culture challenge
the distinction between individual and collective memoty? How do these technologies Introduce the 'experiential' as
an important mode of knowledge aoquisttion? And finally, how might individuals be affected by memories of events
through which they did not live?'
Landsberg suggests the term "prosthetic memo<y" for those memories that one is affected by but has not lived through.
She considers the means by which we have prosthetic memories of wond historical events, such as slavery and the
Holocaust, events which most of us did not experience. Prosthetic memories, unlike "real" or "peBOnal" memories, oorne
from the outside in. However, Wfor Landsberg, memory is prosthetic when we come to "remember" or "experience"
something we did not, in feet, live through, for Erickson, all memory Is prosthetic, in the simple sense that' memory
comes into being through particular cultural templates and technologicel devices. Landsberg implies that there are some
memories that a subject has that are not prosthetic. Erickson demonstrates, instead, that memory is always a Jorm
of subjectificetion, meaning that we oorne Into being as subjects through ptact/ces of memory.• Memories don't exist
internally or externally to selves that have them; are made through memories.
•
Erickson's work makes this procesa of subjecllllcatlon through memory-making visible. She does this through the
projection of film footage and through audio recordings that look and sound like the past. The film and sound recordings
In many of her installations, especlally the REplay Selies, Mnemonic Devices, but also in Search, Orient, and Whirl,
have the texture of memory: they look and sound grainy, sometimes even w9rpy. They are nostalgic, but they also reveal
that our nostalgia Is often, well, warped. In the REplay Serles, we might even say that Erickson ~ueers nostalgia. We
glimpse in Erickson's series on memory and fotgettl11g precisely what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has defined as queer. For
Sedgwick, as for Erickson, the<e is "something about queer [that) is inextinguishable," and we experience, in Erickson's
work, Sedgwick's suggestion that qu- is ·a oontinuing moment, movement, motive - recurrent, eddying, troublant."
Queer is, according to Sedgwick, "relational, and strange.• In our encounter wtth Erickson's art, memories come forth and
· connect us to her work, to the past, and to olhenl, but they also disconnect us from ourselves. They make us feel strange
to ourselves.
Erickson queers memory not simply by making us remember through images and sounds that recall, for the 21st
century western viewer at least, childhood games, rflymM. and songs, but by revealing for us the mechanisms by which
a memory of childhood might be triggered and not simply recalled, but made anew. We are encouraged to interact, to
play along, with older, more physical childhood games, like blowing a pinwheel, hopscotching, or see.sawing, and newer,
less physical games that we play on computers, including a scavenger hunt on the web. The structure of the web game
mimics the structure of the seesaw, but we seesaw In virtual rather than physical space. By seesawing, we trigger images
projected on the wall, and our bodily~ control the speed of the projection of images. We are encouraged to alter
our movements, and by doing so, we test reality, as a child might. The installation becomes a transitional space In which
we might tinker with our ability to make images become visi>le In and disappear from the gallery space. This is heady stuff,
suggesting the potent and enduring myth of autonomy and control. But it also reminds us that we are never really able
to move and play freely. We are reminded of this simply by the artificiality of Erickson's play space; we know we are in a
gallery not on a playground. Erickson's art makes play strange. We cen't just play, as a child might, and this reminds us that
we also can't remember what tt once meant to play.
INSIDE OUT: SURVEILLANCE
In Erickson's work, playing suggests the possibility of transgression at the same time as tt reminds us of the methods
t>y which we are prevented from playing freely and made to conform. Just as her work reverses our understanding
of memory asa practice that moves from the Inside out to one that moves from the outside in, she also reverses our
understanding of surveillance from a practice that moves from the outside In to one that moves from the inside out. Just
as a memory is not something we have, but something that has us, the gaze is not only extemal to us, but becomes
most effective when tt is internalized by us. Surveillance as a mode of subjectification is demonstrated in several of the
installations here, including Search, Leaming Distance, Datsskins, Debt Reducer, and Dis-easa. Our movements are
ltterally and figuratively traced throughout the show.
Upon entering the gallery space, we first encounter Search, an installation that captures, for a brief moment or longer,
the viewer's wanderings. The viewer's movement, the path she beats across the gallery floor, triggers a video of a hand
spinning a globe. In the old film footage, a finger languidly trails across the globe's surface, wailing to see where tt will land
when the globe stops as a result of the finger's pressure on the surface of the spinning globe. This is another childhood
game, played to determine both destiny and desire. The point where the finger rests when the globe stops signals either
the globe spinner's destiny- where she will end up - or her desire - where she dreams of going. In Erickson's installation,
the viewer's wanderings also trigger words of longing and belonging on the wall. The words mark the globe, appearing and
disappearing as vestiges of childhood dreams and desires.
Leaming Distance links webcams on five continents to the gallery space in Stony Brook, New York. Live video from
the webcams is streamed onto a hopscotch board on the floor of the gallery. Our pattems of movement - in the past
via the memory of playing hopscotch and in the present via our willingness to follow along with the virtual game on the
floor before us - are linked to less personal, more distant pattems of movement: a street in Italy, a freeway in Taiwan,
an international airport, the Panama Canal zone, the area surrounding a temple in Osaka, Japan, etc. A webcam in the
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gallery juxtafl0$$S the activities in the gallery to all the other
spaces further afield. Video of the space that surrourlds us
as we view !he show is also projected. displaying viwally lhe
proc:eu of mak1n9 dislanl spaces closet arid proximate spaces
more distant This suggests bolh the pt0f1'MS8 arid peril or digital
tec:Mology: 11 brings us together even as tt fon:es us apart
Throughout the show, our bodJes in space are llaOed, but
we are also llaOed through the accumulabon of information
about us This process is rendered visible in Datasians. Eternal
Climb. Debt RedUCtll', arid Dis-ease. where images of bodies
are written on with personal, eoonomic, scientific, arid medical
data. We can. arid are encouraged to. make our personal data
and stories part of lwo larger stories presented here: stories or
deb! and disease. We are asked to contribule our own personal
account or debt by text messaging our data to the Debt
Ro<Jucer lnslallallon, which also includes a live dale feed of the
usually Increasing National Debt of the United States.
We may also add a story or stories of Illness to the multiple
stories - scientific, medical, political, historical, personal
- 8CQJmulated for arid as Dis-ease. and presented In the
form or an examination !able complete with an ever-changing
exquisite corpse that layers words. Images. arid sourlds or
bodl8S The installation takes us inside the body: we see
historical anatomical drawings, images from x-rays. MRls,
arid other Imaging technologies, and fragments of the ongoing
human genome mapping project; arid we hear sounds meant 10
QIV8 us a leeting or the body's internal rhythms. Ols-ea58 also
moves out from the irldividual body arid tts parts to the muhlple
e~periences of ill bodies in the world: in hospilals. clinics. and
other medical spaces. but also in the streets demarldlng new
treatments and in support groups where a group or individuals
becomes a communily of the ill.
From body 10 data to the world and bacl< again, Christa
Erickson's work demonstrates the traces of this ·conllnulng
moment, movement, motive· of subjectlfication.1 It makes
visible mechanisms or the self, tracing the connections between
•personal" memories and cultural histories. between Identity
politics and Information technologies. be!Ween the stories we
&CC\Jmulate about ourselves arid the data we are reduced to.
You are asked to add another !race: a memory of childhood.
a Slory of loss, a message of accumulated debt, a series of
Images on a ganery watl. You may not want to play along. but
you WIM.
1 OxtonJ Eng/WI Dicbonary OnlirN (http1/dicll0naty.oed coml).
2 Mochel Foucault, The HermeMUtics of the Subject: Lectures at tM
do France. 1981-1982. Tra11s. Graham Burdllll (New Yonc
Palgr11ve Mocmfflan, 2005), 11.
3 AlllOn Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory: The Trtlnsformatlon of
Amerlcon Remembrance ;n the Age of Mass Culture (New Yortl.:
Columbia University Prass, 2004), 1.
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4 In this regard. Erickson's work fits in well theoretically wfth lhe

burgeoning flatd or ·memory shJ<l;es. • a field wtiich hes emerged 10 a
great extent 1hrovgh the study of traumatic memoty. See, for example,
Sl\Q6hana Felman and 000 Laub, Testimony: Crises of Witnes!lng
It! Ulemr,,,.. Psychoanalysis. and HistOI)' ( 1991 )> C.thy C.Nlh, ed
Tr11uma ExploratlOflS in MIJmO<y (1995); C.thy C.ruth. Unda/med
ExperierlC9 Trauma. Namt1Ne"'1d HISIOl)'(1996): Marita Sl\#llon,
TfflOM<l
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The Vietnam War, the AIDS Ep/d«nlc, and the

Polr/JC$ ol Ronwmbel•'!I (1997t, and Oomirick l.aCapr8, ~ Hi$IOr/.

Wrl!.np T,....,,.(2001). · Erid<son's emphasis ii notpat!JCUlatty
on lraUm8bC. but ~y. poadlee$ ol memo<y
5 Eve Kooolsky Sedgwiclc. T.,_ _s(Ourtlam and London
u..........,, "'9ss. 1993), xii.
6 Sedgwld<. Tet>d<lt>cies, xi.
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